STUDY NOTES CHECKLIST
Work through the following to look for ways to improve your notes:
ALL RESOURCES: Do your notes include information from all different sources, class notes, textbook,
handouts, as well as resources and info on computer etc?
COMPREHENSIVE: Do you feel that your notes include everything you need to know about the topic (or
at least the key ideas you need to learn)?
LOGICAL: Are your notes organised in a logical structure? This means that bits on the same area are
together and the flow of the notes makes sense.
POINT FORM: Have you avoided paragraphs or heavy blocks of text? Instead are you trying to turn
paragraphs into sentences, sentences into points and then keep saying how can I say this in a shorter
and more concise way, how can I put this in my own words? (Left – NO, Right – YES!)

CHUNKING: Have you been chunking down the information to learn into manageable sections?
Try and have no more than 7 bullet points per heading.
COLOUR: Are you using colour strategically? This means not using too much colour, not just using it to
try and make notes look pretty, instead you are using colour to make things stand out. You might do
headings in a certain colour, or highlight formulas or quotes, just don’t go overboard with it.
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STRUCTURED: Are you trying to
make your notes structured and
organised using things such as
tables (which helps you to break
the info down).
TRY THE 2 COLUMN NOTE
SYSTEM: Have you tried this? You
may try a table with notes on the
right and questions to test
yourself on the left (as per
examples in this unit on
Summarising).

PULL OUT KEY WORDS: Do you pull out the key words to help yourself make the notes more brain
friendly? Ask yourself, what is this point about and how can I capture it in a few words?

MIND MAPS: Have you tried making a mind map overview to give your brain the big picture? This gives
the brain a scaffold. Check out the section in this unit on Mind Maps and particularly good websites
where you can easily make a mind map like https://bubbl.us/
FEEDBACK: Do you seek out feedback? Ensure you get feedback about your notes from a teacher or
parent or someone who can look at them with a fresh perspective.
COURSE OUTLINE: Do you use the course outline/syllabus/outcomes to help you decide what to include
in your notes and how to organise them? This is an absolutely essential step.
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